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Abstract The objective of this work was to develop automatic tools for
post-processing of SOMs, especially in the context of hierarchical data �
data where each higher level object consists of a varying number of lower
level objects. Both low and high level data is available and needs to be
utilized. The information from lower levels is transferred to higher level
using data histograms of lower level clusters. The clusters are formed
and interpreted automatically so as to summarize the information given
by the SOM, and to produce meaningful indicators that are useful also
to problem domain experts. The results show that the approach works
well at least in the case study of pulp and paper mills technology data.
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1 Introduction

The self-organizing map (SOM) [6] is frequently being utilized in data analysis,
including analysis of hierarchical data [13]. An example of such data is forest
industry data used as a case study in this project [10]1. The data consists of
paper mills where each mill contains one or more pulp and paper machines.
On a higher level, pulp and paper companies own varying number of mills. An
earlier study concerned a very similar data set [13]. In that study, at least, one of
the major workphases was interpretation of the resulting SOM: the data clearly
consisted of a number of clusters, but quantifying their signi�cant properties
required a great deal of manual work.

In this paper, an approach is proposed which automates much of the whole
analysis process. An automatic clustering procedure is utilized, and the resulting
clusters are analysed with post-processing methods which facilitate interpreta-
tion. In hierarchical context, data histograms based on the lower level clusters are
used as features on the upper level. Because each cluster has an interpretation,
the new features are meaningful also to problem domain expers.
1 This work has been carried out in the "Enterity" project in Helsinki University of
Technology. The �nancing of TEKES and Jaakko Pöyry Consulting is gratefully
acknowledged.
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2 Methodology

The data analysis approach described in this section consists of four phases. The
�rst phase is training a SOM based on the data. This involves several choices,
such as normalization method and training parameters. However, these are not
discussed in this paper. The second phase is clustering of the SOM (Section 2.1),
and the third phase is interpretation of the clusters (Section 2.2). If the data is
hierarchical and the lower level information needs to be transferred to a higher
level, an additional fourth phase is needed to construct the frequency components
for each higher level object (Section 2.3).

2.1 Clustering

There are several ways to perform clustering of the SOM [12]. Frequently it
has been based on visual cues and manual assignment of map units to clusters.
In order to automate the analysis process this approach is not applicable. In
this paper, the clustering procedure is based on k-means algorithm and Davies-
Bouldin index [4,2,12]. Several di�erent partitions of the SOM prototypes are
made with k-means algorithm using a range of k-values. The best of these is the
one that minimizes Davies-Bouldin index: IDB = 1

C

PC

i=1maxj(
Si+Sj

Mij
), where C

is the number of clusters, Si is the dispersion (e.g. mean squared distance from
center) of cluster i, and Mij is the distance between centers of clusters i and
j. This clustering procedure tries to �nd spherical clusters which are internally
compact but widely separated.

Note that the clustering method could be applied directly to the data instead
of the SOM. The SOM is used as an intermediate phase because this reduces
the computational complexity of clustering, and because the trained SOM can
be e�ciently used for visualization, both important properties in practice [12].

2.2 Interpretation of clusters

Methods which aid in interpretation of SOMs is a topic which has been gaining
interest recently with the use of the SOM for data mining [3]. The aim of in-
terpretation is to create an understanding of which components are important
with respect to each cluster; both within the cluster and with respect to other
clusters.

A recently favoured approach is to derive some measure of signi�cance and
rank the components using it [7,9,5]. The data in the case study consisted mostly
of sparse variables where a big value is much more signi�cant than a small value.
The measures take this into account by comparing how big the relative values
of the components are in each cluster:

sv(i; k) =
mik �mink
maxk �mink

; (1)

where mik is the mean value for component k in cluster i, and mink, maxk
are minimum and maximum values of component k. This measures the relative



importance of the components within each cluster, but it does not take other
clusters into account at all. For this purpose, a second measure can be used:

sv̂(i; k) =
sv(i; k)

1

C�1

P
j 6=i sv(j; k)

; (2)

which measures how big value component k has with respect to its value in other
clusters. Both sv and sv̂ are maximized to �nd the most signi�cant component.
The measures are very closely related to those de�ned in [7]: their product svsv̂
corresponds to the G2 measure for keyword selection for areas in document maps.

While de�nitions of sv and sv̂ can be easily changed to accomodate the
situation where small values are signi�cant, they fail in more general cases. A
simple re�nement is to use standard deviation �k instead of the component value.
This approach is closely related to the LabelSOM method [9].

Earlier, the characterization of SOM clusters has been done using rules [8,11].
Also this approach was applied: for each cluster, a set of rules of type r is true,

if xlk > �k was generated. The rules were evaluated using the product of two
measures: P (rji) = nr&i=ni which measures the con�dence of rule r being true in
cluster i (internal signi�cance), and P (ijr) = nr&i=nr which measures con�dence
in a data sample being in the cluster i if rule r is true (external signi�cance).
Their product measures the signi�cance of the rule:

Sr(i; r) = P (ijr)P (rji) = n2r&i=(nrni); (3)

where nr is the number of samples for which the rule r is true, ni is the number
of samples in cluster i, and nr&i is the number of samples in cluster i for which
the rule r is true. The measure Sr(i; r) reaches its maximum value 1 if the rule
and cluster correspond to each other perfectly.

2.3 Frequency components

After lower level maps have been clustered and interpreted, the information
can be transferred to an upper level. This is accomplished through the use of
frequency components, each of which corresponds to one cluster on the lower
level map.

To each lower level vector xl, a vector pl is associated which indicates which
cluster xl belongs to. At most rudimentary level, this can be a binary vector
pl = [pl1; :::; plC ], with pli = 1 if the best-matching unit of xl belongs to cluster
i and zero otherwise. In this work, a more sophisticated version was used based
on a gaussian mixture model estimated on top of the SOM [1]. The probabilities
of each data vector to belong to each map unit were calculated based on the
mixture model, and these probabilities were averaged over each cluster, giving a
non-binary vector pl for each low level data vector.

For each higher level object (such as a forest industry company) a set of
new features was constructed by aggregating the pl vectors of all lower level
objects (such as pulp and paper mills) associated with it. In the case study, the
aggregation was done as an average of the vectors.



3 Case study

A database of pulp and paper mills was investigated [10]. The database contained
data about various technical aspects of pulp and paper mills around the world.
Analysis presented here contains two levels, low level map of the mills (n = 4205)
and a higher level map of the forest industry companies (n = 279).

The mill data consisted of 47 variables most of which were production capaci-
ties of various pulp and paper types. All variables were scaled to have unit ([0,1])
range. A map with 22 x 15 units was trained (using default training parameters
as de�ned in SOM Toolbox2). The map was then clustered using k-means (see
previous section) resulting in 15 clusters, and analysed using sv as the measure
of signi�cance.

Figure 1 shows U-matrix of the map, the 15 automatically determined clus-
ters, and the most signicant component (and its value) in each cluster. In addi-
tion, some rules were constructed for each of the clusters and tested using the
data belonging to that cluster, see Table 1.

Each of the 15 clusters formed one feature used in the higher level company
map. The feature vectors for each company were formed with the procedure
described in the previous section, such that each feature indicated the relative
frequency of mills of that particular type in the company. A 16th component was
added with the total number of mills in each company. No scaling was performed
on the frequency components, but the 16th component was scaled between [0,1].
The same training and interpretation procedure as for the lower level map was
applied, except for the fact that sv̂ was used as the signi�cancy measure instead
of sv.

The clusters, most signi�cant components and one component plane (�Inte-
grated news�) of the company level map are shown in Figure 2. The clusters are
not quite as clear as in the mill map, but they still give a coherent picture of the
forest industry companies.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a framework has been presented for interpretation of the cluster
structure and contents of SOMs, and for generation of new meaningful com-
ponents for higher level data in hierarchical data sets. In the case study, the
methodology worked well, and the domain experts were very satis�ed with the
results. It was not investigated whether the achieved clusters and interpretations
were optimal in some sense, but they gave the experts a sensible and coherent
picture of the data.

On the company level map, the cluster based components o�ered a vast
improvement in interpretability over the projection (ie. SOM unit-)coordinates
utilized in earlier work [13]. Apart from selecting the signi�cancy measures, giv-
ing actual names to the frequency components is the only part of the procedure

2 A SOM library for Matlab: http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/



which makes it less than totally automatic. The list of most signi�cant compo-
nents gives a starting point for the naming, but the data analyst must apply his
or her own insight to crystallize the automatically produced information.
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Table 1. Rules generated for cluster 1 (ni = 101) of the mill map. The �rst 4 rows are
conditions based on the 4 most signi�cant components of the cluster, and the 3 last rows
are their combinations such that all listed conditions must be true. The rules worked
suprisingly well. The maximum signi�cance was often achieved with 2-3 conditions and
it was between 0.5�0.7. In this case, the most signicant rule contained 3 components
and the signi�cance was 0.91 (bolded).

Rule nr&i nr P (ijr) P (rji) Sr(i; r)

(1) Price_vol > 0.75 101 274 0.37 1.00 0.37
(2) Tot_chem > 0.74 93 400 0.23 0.92 0.21
(3) Tot_sa > 0.67 93 372 0.25 0.92 0.23
(4) Bl_sa > 0.64 88 292 0.30 0.87 0.26
(1,2) 93 101 0.92 0.92 0.85
(1,2,3) 93 94 0.99 0.92 0.91

(1,2,3,4) 81 82 0.99 0.80 0.79

Figure 1. The U-matrix (on left, white denotes large distance from neighbors), au-
tomatically produced clusters (middle) and most signi�cant component according to
sv (on right). On the whole lower half of the map, the most signi�cant component
is the industrial paper production capacity. For them (and other similar cases) di�er-
ences between clusters only become apparent after investigation of the other signi�cant
components.

Figure 2. The clusters and most signi�cant components (left) and the �Integrated
News� component plane (right, white denotes high value), which clearly corresponds
to the cluster on top middle of the SOM.




